BY CHARLES DENBY, EDITOR

Lowndes County, Ala., Is Changing

A couple of weeks ago a worker in my shop went down with some others to Lowndes County, Ala., to pay off the purchase of 200 acres of land by the Lowndes County Christian Movement for Human Rights. The money for Lowndes County was used to buy land because of the situation that had developed in the county.

The whites were forcing Negroes off the plantations, especially those who were renting land. They were trying to force them out of the county because it was the first time since reconstruction that any Negro had been able to register to vote. At this time Negroes were called "outside" and felt that there was a revolutionary change in the county if all the Negroes registered to vote.

WHITES WONT SELL TO NEGROES

It became possible to get this 200 acres from a white owner because he did not know he was selling it to Negroes until it was paid for. It is part of this area in the sense that these whites have not sold one acre of land to any Negro.

The worker explained what he meant by saying that he didn't mean to attack SNCC or anything of that kind. The purpose was to make people not be afraid to stand up for themselves. But Stokely also kept talking about the whites, and how they had been splitting the Negroes off from the whites.

It was something about buying this land that is important. Just after the Montgomery Bus Boycott or during the boycott, all Negroes organized a school in Lowndes County which was held in three churches.

In all those years not one thing has been done to these school houses, that was mostly Negro. Negroes have built three new modern high schools. The Negroes have taken the initiative. The principal, who is very much Negro, and has two Negro children. During the graduation of one of the sons from the Negro High Schools, the principal, who is very much Negro, said that the people in Lowndes County felt more than happiness.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SITUATION

The other thing that is new was what happened to a man who worked for the Negro farmer, who put up tents on the side of Highway 80. This stirred up quite a controversy, not only in Lowndes County, but nationally. S.N.C.C. and Stokely Carmichael were politically concerned about this. This is where body work is famous.

There is something about buying this land that is important. Just after the Montgomery Bus Boycott or during the boycott, all Negroes organized a school in Lowndes County which was held in three churches.

The root of mankind is man.
The Educated Also Need Judgment

It seems important to some people today to make life miserable for everyone in this country. They think they are better than anyone else. Some people with an education think that no one is as good as they are. Some white people think that they are better than the black people, just because they have more education. They are white, nobody is made of better flesh than anyone else.

NeED JUDGMENT

Just because these people have a little more than other people in more education, or are white, they think that they are the ones that must be honored. But without any real knowledge or judgment, they will not let you tell them how people must live. But don't get me wrong when I say that you must live more education to get along in this world. We all know that the labor of common people is the source of all wealth, and when we have done some of all work, then you can say that I am the "greatest."

"To me the northern white is getting worse to the colored people than he was kept in the past. When the black people were on the southern land, the white man did not care how close you lived around him, just as long as you worked for him. But in the North, the white people have gotten worse, and that is why there is more violent and killing.

STRIKE UNITES

It was not so much a French vs. English affair, but rather workers and workers confronting the well-to-do. Both sides have brought people of widely differing backgrounds and viewpoints together, and the result is a broadened participation in future struggles.

"QuebeC To the Workers" Is Call of Strikers and Student Allies

MONTREAL, Canada—Public officials of the town of Mount Royal and officials of the 7-Up company were treated to a little "happening" on Feb. 27, when some 2,500 strikers, workers, students and sympathizers demonstrated their solidarity with two striking groups from the United States.

Among others, U.G.E.Q., the Quebec-wide student union, supported the action, though at our own conference we have been more concerned with something called "separatism" than with educating any other citizen, trying to get some human feeling for people within a country. This is true for the men in the shop, and it is true in Lowndes County, where the Negroes have been brutalizing and doing a whole lot of stuff. Not only just to Negroes, but to whites as well. They don't have power to keep the stick off your back, they will bring it down on you.

"Quebec To The Workers" Is Call of Strikers and Student Allies

Separate states don't mean freedom, but what they are feeling is that they could be a week, or two weeks, or it could be three months from now. They don't feel the crisis is over. It would be two, or weeks, or 12 foreign countries, and I, for one, do not feel the crisis is over. It will be in for a long hot summer, a deadly summer.

I'm not saying the situation is being reversed, but Negro students were killed, and nothing was done about it. The Governor keeps saying that the shootings were justified. Forty students were shot in the back. The 27 students who were injured, many of them.
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**Editorial**

**Labor Can Be Destroyed if Laws Are Passed Against Black Revolt**

Under the smoke-screen of the Negro revolt, politicians on the state and national levels are putting together legislation that can be understood only by a hysterical movement.

Because the question of the black mass revolt has produced an avalanche of publicity and an emotional response that can blind the people to the full extent in which laws can be put to use, it is more important than ever to keep working class principles and facts straight.

Reactionary anti-labor politicians can have a real field day by putting a fine on them for breaking laws and order and are meant to "control rioting and other civil disturbances" — a flimsy guess of what can be done about it. This is just a simple fact, and is never before dismissed, that any law passed applies to everybody. There are no exceptions — except where police agents are involved.

And they don't make exceptions for workers who are in a strike situation; who are on picket lines; this has been ruled a civil disturbance by police officers. If it was a workers' strike, it would destroy the right of workers to strike or to even set up a picket line. Look at the wording of one law: in a period of civil disturbance, it will be illegal to influence others to break the law. It will be illegal to influence another to break the law. The new law applies to everybody. There are no exceptions—except where police act. And this law is aimed and crafted for persons on picket lines.

Black workers know it very well. While workers everywhere ought to know it very well also. The difference could be the union.

---

**Black and White**

**New Jersey Ford Workers Walkout; Fight Shop Racism**

(Continued from Page 1)

Since the workers could not legally picket on their own, they wanted pickets from an outside group or they could go to court, but the courts have refused to do anything else. The same hold is used whether others do the same. That way, no "injunctions" could be stayed even if not promptly ordered and brought up on charges.

Friday morning several workers visited offices of NAACP and CORE and asked for support. At National CORE an official told the workers that they could not openly support the walkout because they were trying to get a union charter. There was no foundation. In spite of this, they were able to find a few individuals from both groups who set up picketing lines. As soon as the pickets appeared, plant security came out in force to interfere with the picketing. Even the Big Brass from Ford, personnel supervisors, had no success.

**STAY OUT**

Besides the guards, the head of personnel, several department supervisors, and the chief of plant security were standing in the road frantically trying to keep the walkout on the road. As they went through the pickets, the workers were called into the plant. Company guards took movies of workers who were walking a picket line and showed them their license numbers. But in spite of the work stoppage, the company workers—the largest number so far—refused to cross the line; personnel supervisors threatened them.

Within an hour there were more people in the union hall than ever before. The company's spokesmen have never been so busy making money. In the plant, where we've got two demands: get rid of that "hunchiness" and no discrimination in a strike, what do you do? You fire the workman. Company guards took movies of workers who were walking a picket line and showed them their license numbers. But in spite of the work stoppage, the company workers—the largest number so far—refused to cross the line; personnel supervisors threatened them.

---

**Mexican Report**

**MEXICO — A Cuban-Moscow sponsored magazine here was going to publish the complete work of Dr. Roberto Guevara. As of Jan. 6 the magazine (Políti­

**On the Line**

**Phasing Out Plan Will Leave Workers Unemployed**

By John Allison

We are beginning to see the real horrors of a dying plant as we watch Chrysler's Highland Park plant. Shoppers are leaving the place in droves, as can be seen by the slow pace of making production. The phasing out of the production lines at the Highland Park plant began some two years ago, with all operations to be transferred to the new Packard plant in Perrysburg, Ohio, and the Highland Park plant to be converted into offices for white collar workers.

A few of the lines were moved out, but the phasing showed down a bit hit to men, the flow process is being speeded up again, and it seems like plants will be phased out by the end of the summer is over. The push road job has already been moved out, with the dual master and really only one job and some small piece production items slated to go soon. This leaves plant No. 6, the torque converter line, and this appears to be kept for a while longer at Highland Park.

**SENIORITY PROBLEM**

There are about 1,000 workers involved in the phasing out and this brings up the real big problem of seniority. For unless the Detroit workers have a laugh, it seems like they want to make sure that the people who are fired and relocate in Ohio, their senior­

**HUMAN TRAGEDY**

This problem was put off in the reasoning, but now and now as we face our most important problems, we have no strike threat to help us solve some of the tragic human problems that flow from this kind of tragedy.

With the big reasons why Michigan workers are afraid to make the move to Ohio is because housing is a complete nonissue, there are no jobs to be had at any price by non-whites. A more special the company's promises and guarantees to Michigan workers who swear that adequate jobs will be there in Ohio is that all the promises and oaths of the company and politicians came out of Ford, who makes exactly what they have always intended to make before — nothing, a zero, nothing.

But this is not all. Chrysler's Highland Park plant has many women workers, who have been at the plant since the company started and these are at the retirement age of 55.

**WORKER WOMEN**

These women are a real prob­

---

**Giumarra Tries To Break Grape Strike in Delano**

DELANO, Calif.—The Giumarra Corporation, the largest packer of the pink line in Delano, and the intensive boycott activities of the workers, their attacks against the United Farm Workers' union, etc, have been going on for several years, and the effect of the picketing is felt by the company.

Ms disciplinary hearing, the rest of the grievances against the union members were cited. The strikers face jail sen­tences for. . .

**VIVA LA REHUN**
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Battle For The Cities Ends
U.S. Myths About Vietnam

Lyndon Baines Johnson is commander in chief of the United States. That is a powerful position and he and his spokesmen have been spinning myth upon myth about Vietnam. But the lie has now been given to all their pronouncements by this, the most obvious of all their blunders. The capture of South Vietnam's secondlargest city, Hanoi, the massive disruption of Saigon's economy and the fact that U.S. planes have not been able to strafe aid in this one major city of Vietnam, have put the lie to the American myth that the cities' populations are secure. And they have put to flight the American myth that the war is a fight against the North Vietnamese Army, propped up by the Chinese. The Saigon government is in danger and the United States cannot hold on forever.

Editorial

Buddhist monk Trieu Tre Quang, the peace candidate who had been driven out of South Vietnam's second largest city, Hue, the massive disruption of Saigon's economy and the fact that U.S. planes have not been able to strafe aid in this one major city of Vietnam, have put the lie to the American myth that the cities' populations are secure. And they have put to flight the American myth that the war is a fight against the North Vietnamese Army, propped up by the Chinese. The Saigon government is in danger and the United States cannot hold on forever.

Where it had been stated that the cities’ populations were secure and support of large numbers of urban inhabitants for the movement and halting of large numbers of the Vietcong. Both weapons and food had been more than the American-sponsored war is very great.

The cities’ populations are refugees; 500,000 alone were created in the Saigon in the first few weeks after the fall of Saigon to the United States. The Vietnamese are being driven out of the cities, as they are the armed forces of the country. The cities’ populations are being driven out by the U.S. military, as they are the armed forces of the country.

The cities’ populations are being driven out by the U.S. military, as they are the armed forces of the country.

The war in Vietnam is not a war for freedom. It is a war for power. The United States is not fighting against the Vietcong, but for the right to maintain its power in Vietnam.
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I'm sorry, but I can't provide the natural text representation of the image.
Columbia University Builds Jim Crow Gym in City Park

NEW YORK, N.Y.—Construction has already begun on Columbia University's new gymnasia in Morningside Park, but angry residents of the Morningside and Harlem communities—which are physically separated by the Morningside and Harlem State Legislature or the Courts to invalidate Columbia's title to half of the park for only 12% FOR COMMUNITY "community use" is a token concession to their past protests and legal claims to be a spokesman.

Despite Columbia's publicity campaign saying that Harlem and Morningside Park, but angry residents feel title to half of the park for only 12% FOR COMMUNITY "community use" is a token concession to their past protests and legal claims to be a spokesman.

Meanwhile, Harlem politicians are continuing their two-year-old struggle to prevent the State Legislature or the Courts to invalidate Columbia's title to half of the park for only 12% FOR COMMUNITY "community use" is a token concession to their past protests and legal claims to be a spokesman.

The workers from the Transit Authority are merely a conduit which hands over subway fare collections by the Transit Authority to the Rockefeller Trusts.

The administrative mentality of those who thirst for power leads naturally to the preference of strange political bedfellows to an open alliance of all socialists in the United States to unite workers, students and workers. As of now, there is reason to be optimistic.

When Che Guevara reappears, it will be as head of a guerrilla movement, as its unquestioned political and military leader: the style is truly the man.
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**Freedom For All — or Police State (Continued from Page 1)**

For years the Civil Rights Movement went the road of non-violence, demonstration, prayer and sit-ins. But few admit, even to themselves, that they have not been influenced by the regular channels. Four Northern cities now have Negro mayors. Charles Smith of Gary is an example. But they just tried to integrate a bowling alley in South Bend.

**ONLY SELF ACTION**

Under these conditions it is easy to see why many feel the Negro community is ripe for the black militant. And, as the months pass, the black militant comes to a decision. After a long, long time the community is ready to strike back. He is identified by his natural hair, his glasses, his lack of dress. He tries to look at Afri­can as any American Negro could have been in the 1950s. He is an unknown.

But too long he has been regarded as a second-class citizen, second-rate human being, un­equal, with a low classification in whatever category he might be placed, as a Negro. Where he comes from and where he goes, as a Negro, is all. He has no mind, no voice. He is, in the standard Negro, a product of his environment.

There is no question but that he has the right of the white man and he has had enough. They have had enough. It is time to act. They have the right to live anywhere they want in any state. They have the right to choose. Why should we be denied the right to live in our own country. It is our work that has built it.

In the factories the power workers, the steel workers, the black "power" that as soon as jobs open up, "black power" people are the ones who get them. The white workers with more seniority. But a black man may get a job. But a black­er sees through it as just one more way the power structure is trying to divide black workers. They will have none of it. They want the company to know it.

**NOT BITS AND NOTHING**

Black people are looking for a way to show the world that everyone has blown to bits and still have nothing settled. Black people are looking for a way to make the world understand that anyone else that their struggle is inseparable from the fight against the war in Vietnam. So widespread is the feeling against the war in Vietnam, Cleveland's Negro mayor, re­ponded to the Commission's Re­port to Congress, which consistently uses Vietnam-spend­ing, as the test of doing what is right or the ghettos.

Many black people feel they have to fight for the war not just because it is a Sharon, but it is significant that Rev. King's March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, which includes a Constitution which guards only the right of the white man and disregards the rights of others of color.

The black people of the ghettos are the poor. We have an unemployment of 2.2 per cent, non-white is 10.5 per cent. Young Negroes are tired of walking the streets. And when Harry Ford says "If you have 20,000 truck drivers who are Negroes, you have enough." They have had enough of unemployment, of being black, of being Negroes.

It is a revolt against "Law and Order" which was made for white only. It is a revolt against a Constitution which guards only the right of the white man and disregards the rights of others of color.

The black people of the phar­ses. We have a right to our ownhood. They have had enough of being black. Black people are tired of walking the streets.

Who really believes that if the government puts out 400 million over the $30 billion or more being spent on research to not only curiosity but to eliminate the black ghettos? Before Vietnam there were al­ready 10,000,000 black ghettos. Now there will be other excuses unless workers continue to fight not only to be able to meet human needs.

This can only come about through the self-activity of the Negroes and their allies who know that complete freedom for all is the ultimate end of all. It is a police state to which we are otherwise all headed.

But more and more blacks are saying "We've had enough."